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Navy Pilot Crashes Plane, Ejects, After Vax
Reaction

Throughout the Plandemic Real Raw News has written about incidents of vaccinated pilots

either falling ill or outright dropping dead midflight, catastrophic events that endanger not

only the pilots but also the millions of passengers entrusting their safety to the airlines. This
issue, obscured by the FAA in matters involving civilian pilots, and the DoD for military

aviators, has plagued general aviation, commercial traffic, and military operations.

The most recent vaccine mishap involved the pilot of an F-35C, a 5  generation multi-role

aircraft, aboard the USS Vinson, an American aircraft carrier patrolling the South China sea.

The pilot, whose name has not been made public and RRN has been asked not to reveal,

was returning to the carrier when the unthinkable happened: His glidepath was too steep,
and his plane struck the deck without catching any of the three “wires” that are present to

quickly arrest forward momentum and bring the airframe to a sudden, screeching halt. The

pilot ejected a split-second before the F-35C bounced off the flight deck and tumbled into

the choppy waters.

That much has been reported publicly.

The DoD, under direction of Sec. of Defense Lloyd Austin, has omitted a crucial fact.

Aviators approaching within a mile of their carrier “call the ball,” a radio transmission

indicating they have spotted the “meatball,” a nickname for the visual reference used by

pilots to keep the proper glide slope during the approach to an aircraft carrier.
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As the F-35C pilot neared the USS Vinson, he “called the ball,” but also said he was

experiencing sudden and intense chest pain, as if “someone hit me with a baseball bat.” The

Landing Signal Operator aboard the USS Vinson noticed at once that the F-35 was above

glideslope and would miss the wires. He ordered the pilot to “wave off” just as the pilot’s

crackled voice said on the radio, “Fucking vaccine.” The pilot had barely enough strength to
eject safely, though several boatswain’s mates on the flight deck were injured when the

plane struck the deck.

The pilot was recovered and taken to medical, where a physician determined he had

suffered an acute case of myocarditis, or inflammation of the heart muscle, a common and

potentially deadly side effect of Covid-19 vaccinations. The USS Carl Vinson, a Nimitz-Class

carrier, has a fully functional medical ward on its 2  deck, complete with diagnostic
equipment, including CRT and MRI scanners, found in contemporary hospitals.

The pilot, current condition unknown, got his booster shot aboard the USS Vinson 72-hours

prior to the accident. He had no comorbidities, and passed a medical examination on

9/5/2021.

Other aviators aboard the Vinson described him as “an accomplished and competent aviator
with thousands of hours of flight time in a broad range of aircraft, and dozens of successful

carrier landings.”

This information came to RRN via a senior Navy officer who said the U.S. Navy Judge

Advocate General’s Corps received a briefing on the accident.

As an aside, the Vinson’s CO, Capt. P. Scott Miller, is a “black hat” who has endorsed the

criminal Biden administration.

Note: Have not gotten an update on Dunn trial yet but will post as soon I do.

RRN is an independent publisher that relies on reader support. We fight for truth and

freedom of the press in an oppressed society. We use GiveSendGo, a Christian-based
fundraising company, through which to collect donations. Every dollar helps. 

GiveSendGo Fundraising Link.
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